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Third-party liability insurance is mandatory in Germany. Without this insurance,

Compensation of claims to

you are not allowed to drive your car. If you cause an accident, you must pay

third parties / legally

compensation for any damage caused to third parties. Getsafe Third-Party

required liability

Liability Car insurance ensures you can pay for justified claims by covering the
costs.

Getsafe Third-Party Liability insurance also covers you against damage caused by

Damage to your property

your own car to your own property. This means that even if someone else drives
your car and damages your garage door, you are covered.

Normally, you’re covered for a smaller sum when you drive a car abroad
compared to in Germany. If you sometimes drive in rented cars abroad, this

Mallorca cover (driving

feature offers you real value. Under the Getsafe Third-Party Liability policy, you’re

rented cars abroad)

covered for the same amount in another country as you are in Germany. This
applies to rented cars in a European country outside Germany.

x

If you cause damage to a building with your car, for e ample, your car liability

k
your car is also covered.



insurance will cover it. Li ewise, damage that you cause to other vehicles with

This type of damage can

quickly exceed the legally required amount of €1.12

million. Getsafe offers you a much greater level of protection with coverage of up

Damage to property and

to

€100 million.



third-party vehicles (up to

00 million per claim)

x
king, for example. If this results in scratches and dents, you would have to

This coverage is particularly beneficial if you accidentally hit the car ne t to you

€1

while par

pay for the repair costs. If the damaged car is used for commercial purposes, you
may even have to pay for financial losses, such as loss of earnings for a ta

xi driver.



Fortunately,

This is something you would consider in your monthly budget.

Getsafe Third-Party Liability covers the costs in these situations.

It’s an unfortunate fact of life that car accidents can injure people. Getsafe covers

quences for up to €15 million.



the financial conse

Damage caused to other
people (up to €15 million

This can also result in financial losses. If the injured person cannot wor

per person)

k for some

time as a result of an accident you caused, you may have to pay for the loss of
income.

k whether

In general, third-party liability insurance for cars is also used to chec

vehicle-related claims against you are justified. If your insurance concludes that a

Defence against

vehicle-related claim against you is not justified, they will defend you against it.

j

x

This can happen, for e ample, if someone accuses you of damaging their vehicle,

un ustified claims

but you were not involved at all.

O

r if, after a collision, someone accuses you

unjustifiably of disregarding a right of way.
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Partial Comprehensive Coverage covers damage to your vehicle caused by

x

Y

clearly defined, sudden, une pected, and unintentional events. our car is insured
for the state it was in when it was delivered from the manufacturer. This includes
any accessories or parts that are attached or belong to the vehicle. In the event
of a total loss, Partial Comprehensive Coverage covers damage up to the value

General information

your car had at the time of the incident

.



regarding Partial
Winter or summer tires that are not mounted on the vehicle are also covered, as

Comprehensive Coverage

x

are the roof and rear stand, the roof bo , snow chains, child seats, and pet travel

.



accessories

O

ther items such as luggage are not covered by Partial Comprehensive

Coverage.

Your contents insurance might cover this.

Partial Comprehensive Coverage comes to the rescue if your car is damaged or

x

completely destroyed by fire. This includes damage caused by fire, e plosion,

.



short circuit or lightning

Fire, explosions, and short circuits

For any resulting damage that arises due to a short circuit or lightning strike, we
cover you for up to €5,000.

zz

If your vehicle is lost or damaged by theft, robbery or embe

k

lement, it is

covered. This also applies if your neighbour ta es your car for a spin without your

knowledge and it is damaged in the process.


Please note that belongings inside the car, such as handbags or mobile phones,

.



are not covered. These may be covered by contents insurance

Car theft

keys are stolen during a burglary or robbery, this policy refunds the
key and lock replacement. Please be aware that this doesn’t include the

If your car
costs for

keys that are stolen from the car itself.

You’re covered for damage by storms, hail or flooding. Even in the event of an
avalanche, landslides or if the ground under your vehicle breaks away, this is
covered by Getsafe car insurance.


Natural hazards

k

This includes crac s in the windscreen and dents to the body of the car due to

k

hail as well as other effects of storms li e damage caused by falling roof tiles.

If you hit an animal while driving, the damage to your vehicle is covered. If you
avoid the animal and end up driving into a tree, you need
Coverage to insure you for this type of incident

Collisions

Fully Comprehensive

.



Damage caused by animal bites is also covered. Marten bites are most common

with animals,

early in the year and during summer.

animal bites, and any

M

artens often bite tubes or cables in the

k

engine compartment, which is why this area should be regularly chec ed

resulting damage

R

.



x

esulting damage occurs when an animal bite remains undetected, for e ample.

A

possible scenario is that a marten bite to the cooling tube causes coolant to
slowly lea

k out, leading to the engine gradually overheating. Continuous
€5,000.

overheating can result in engine damage. This is covered for up to

If your windscreen or any other of your car windows brea

k, this is covered. If you

decide to repair the window instead of replacing it, even the deductible will be

.



waived for you

Broken glass

Please note that this insurance only covers your car windows. Glass on mirrors,
speedometers, or other fittings are not insured.
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Damages to your own car caused by a collision is covered. This doesn’t just
include collisions with other cars. Your car is even covered if you crash into a
bridge, for example.



collisions to your car
Third-Party Liability is important in this instance, as it would cover any damage
you inflicted on the bridge.

Vandalism

Damages to your car are covered if someone deliberately damages it.

